
When it comes to dogs there is a lot of conflicting information, training techniques, rules 

and thoughts which naturally confuses and frustrates not just us but mostly our dogs!  

One of the most popular is the dog/wolf debate which led to the now outdated dominance, 

alpha and pack leader theories.  What we live with (hopefully?!) is a domesticated dog, 

not a wolf.  It has been scientifically proven again and again that dogs are dogs and 

wolves are wolves.  Dogs are as genetically similar to wolves as we are to monkeys!  We 

don’t look at monkey group behaviour and expect to find solutions for problems with our 

family and friends so it’s not really relevant to look at wolf  behaviour and compare it with 

our domesticated dogs.  Dogs have been dogs for 1,000’s of years and it’s only by under-

standing domestic dogs that we will 

be able to understand and live with 

them harmoniously and happily. 

It’s also important to distinguish be-

tween different breeds of dog and 

bear in mind what your individual 

breed has been bred for to under-

stand it’s natural drives and instincts.  

For instance, it’s easy to train a collie 

to herd but might be harder to train 

it to retrieve pheasants!  Easy to get 

a terrier to hunt rabbits but harder to 

get them to herd sheep. 

Another popular myth is that dogs should never walk through a door before us!  I have no 

idea where this idea came from and can’t find anything scientific to back up the thought.  

This idea just seems to make life hard; are you going to get up and rush in front of your 

dog every time it moves to a different room?  Also, how can you get yourself and the dog 

into the car if you have to go first??  Dogs don’t seem to observe any door  etiquette with 

each other so I’m not sure they understand our oddness around doors.   

Eating before your dog is another thing I question, to do this effectively would make using 

reward based training very difficult if you had to eat first each time you wanted to reward 

your dog!  Making a dog wait for it’s food, eat in front of it when it’s very hungry or taking 

the dog’s food away from it is, in my opinion, more likely to cause problems than prevent 

them. 

In my years of working with dogs I have yet to find a problem where the cause is going 

first, eating first, sleeping on beds or sofas.  Personally I prefer my dogs to go calmly 

through a doorway first so that I can see them safely through.  When I feed my dogs I 

just get on and feed them without any nonsense. I think we humans can often make 

things more complicated than they need to be.   

Please feel free to contact me for further reading on any of the above.   
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Tips: 
 Take a torch out with you 

so you can find the poo 

and pick it up! 

 Think about your dog’s 

comfort when asking it 

to sit or lie down, in the 

wet or cold ! 

 Beware of ice on ponds, 

a dog can fall through 

or slip and damage 

itself physically. 

 Find friends to walk with 

in the dark and stick to 

well lit areas. 

 Use  flashing lights or  a 

fluorescent collar so 

that you can see your 

dog when off lead. 

 Be visible yourself on 

road crossings. 
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When looking at different equipment for dogs there is a 

huge amount of choice and many conflicting views and 

thoughts.  From experience I find that a flat, non-

tightening, well fitting and comfortable harness to be 

my preferred choice for most puppies and dogs.  The dog 

can’t slip out of a harness, the lead is attached at the top 

between the shoulder blades so the lead doesn’t get so 

easily under the legs and the dog can’t harm itself.  There 

is no evidence that dogs pull more on a harness than on a 

collar or that a well fitting harness restricts 

movement or harms the dog physically. 

The other choice is a wide flat collar that fits 

the dog and is comfortable, a thin collar may 

cut into the neck and cause breathing restric-

tions and discomfort. 

A long 6ft lead is very useful, means that the 

dog has room to move and you can teach it to 

walk close to you by choice rather than by coer-

cion.  Short leads restrict opportunities to sniff 

and communicate effectively with other dogs.  The shorter 

the lead the more the dog tends to lean away from the 

handler. 

Choke chains or any collar that tightens around the neck I 

find are not only painful to the dog but can cause physical 

damage.  Also a lack of blood and oxygen to the brain can 

affect the dog’s ability to learn—they need to have a brain 

that works to be able to learn effectively.  I know that I 

would find it hard to learn if I was in pain or found it hard 

to breathe. 

Extendable leads can be a menace as  

dogs can get completely tangled when 

meeting each other —a long flat lead 

is much easier and safer to use.  The 

other disadvantage of the extendable 

lead is that if you don’t realise how 

quickly the dog is moving the dog can 

pull you over when it gets to the 

end of the lead at speed! 

2.Make sure that you can put the lead on and leave the 

house in a calm way, if the dog is over-excited before you 

leave the house this will seriously affect ability to learn. 

3.When the dog pulls ahead stop and stand still, wait for 

the dog to reduce the tension on the lead, do not pull 

back.  When the dog turns to look at you reward verbally 

and walk on. 

Get professional help or read Turid Rugaas’s book 

which is reviewed here. 

Firstly, you need to look at why your dog is pulling on 

lead.  Is your dog too excited about getting to the park or 

going for a walk? Have you ever properly trained your dog 

in a way that it understands? By dealing with the cause of 

the problem you will be able to deal with the symptom!  

Walking nicely on lead takes good and understandable 

technique, practice and is worth working on.   

1.Ensure that you are using good equipment, flat collar or 

flat well fitting harness and long lead.  Not an extendable 

lead. 

Equipment—some thoughts! 

What do I do about…..my dog pulling on lead ? 

TWO ORIGINAL DESIGNS OF 

   

 

 

Flat comfortable harness or flat, wide 

collar. 
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www.dog-games.co.uk/shop 

Tel:   01684 569553  

Made in 

Fleece Lined Perfect Fit 

Fleece Lined Walking Harness 



One of the most common problems is 

dogs pulling on lead and there are 

innumerable devices, gadgets, meth-

ods and techniques to deal with this 

but I think that Turid Rugaas’s sim-

ple and effective method is the best 

and kindest to the dog. 

Turid has devoted a large part of her 

life to understanding dogs and how 

they communicate and behave with 

each other and with us.  I’m lucky 

enough to have been on many of her 

courses and summer camps and 

have learned (and continue to learn!)

a huge amount from her.   

This book is easy to understand and 

the techniques are explained in a 

way that there is no margin for error.  

Turid’s approach is  the simplest, 

most effective and understandable to 

both dogs and humans.  Full of com-

mon sense and she always has the 

dog’s interests foremost. 

In this book you will find a wealth of 

good information, case studies, and 

her methods can be applied to any 

dog, whatever size, breed or age.  It 

teaches relaxed and enjoyable loose 

lead walking which can be applied 

wherever you live.   

Turid covers sensible equipment 

choices, reasons for pulling in the 

first place and plenty of photos to 

fully explain her techniques. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This book is suitable for all levels of 

experience.   

I give this book a maximum 5 

PAW rating! 

Venue: CARA Dog Training,  

 Lymington, New Forest 

Date: Saturday, 6th March 2010 

Time: 10 - 4.30 

Subject: How Dogs Communicate 

Enquiries:  Chrissy & Barry Gough 

caratraining@ic24.net  

www.caradogtraining.com  

Tel:  01590 683 529    

Venue:  Southampton 

Date:  Saturday, 5th December 

Time: 1 - 5 pm 

Subject: Canine Communication 

Enquiries: Pippa Woodward-Smith 

pwoodward_smith@hotmail.com 

www.pippawoodwardsmith.co.uk 

Tel:  07711 989 722  

Venue:  Dog’s Trust, Merseyside 

Date: 20th & 21st February 2010 

Subjects: Canine Communication, 

Stress, Socialisation & Mental 

Stimulation, Handling Skills  and 

Problem Solving. 

Enquiries:  Michelle Roughley 

michelle.roughley@dogstrust.org.uk  

Sleep - is your dog getting enough? 

Book Review     ‘My dog pulls—what do I do?’         

      by Turid Rugaas 

What’s coming up—talks and seminars 

for your particular dog.  Ideally the 

bed will be washable and dogs prefer 

a bed that smells of you so perhaps 

spend some time sitting in it when 

it’s new so that the dog likes it.  One 

of the reasons why dogs want to be 

on sofas and human beds is because 

they smell of us and they enjoy to  

being close to us and our smell (odd 

I know!). 

I find that giving a choice of bed 

makes life nicer for the dog—what 

better Christmas present than a lovely 

new bed? 

One for each room is a good idea so 

that they always have somewhere to 

be comfortable and close to you. 

All dogs need good quality sleep and 

on average require more sleep than 

we do, generally between 14—20 

hours a day, depending on the age, 

breed,  and state of health of the 

dog.  As dogs age they have different 

requirements but all dogs need to be 

able to lie fully stretched out to 

achieve proper REM sleep. 

There are a large variety of dog beds 

available and it’s important to decide 

what type is the one most suitable 
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LORNA’S PET  CARE  SERVICE 

Supplier Of Quality Pet Treats & Toys. 

Free Monthly Email Newsletter.  Free 
Local Delivery. 

lorna@lornaspetcareservice.co.uk 

Tel: 07941 338050          

www.lornaspetcareservice.co.uk  

‘How to Handle Living 

With your Dog’  book & audio 

CD by Winkie Spiers 

An informative and common sense guide to en-

joying life with your dog. 

 

A great gift! Available from:   

www.winkiespiers.com  

Amazon, selected book 

shops and Lorna’s Pet 

Care Service.  
 
Comments from readers: 
‘I just wanted to say how 
much I've enjoyed your 
book...it's so good to read 

something that provides insight into the other's 
point of view - the dog!‘ 
‘Very inventive, good layout, nicely written, easy to 
read.’ 

‘I am loving your book and could not put it down last 
night - it is beautifully written and such fun as well as 
reinforcing all the things we need to remember and 
telling us lots more.’ 
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Puppy socialisation classes in Battersea and North Kensington. These are 6 week courses which cover many aspects 

of living with a  puppy including; socialisation, house-training, mouthing & biting, walking nicely on lead, recall, sit, down, 

stay and a leave exercises.  Class size = maximum 4 puppies to ensure plenty of individual attention.   

Social Walk Classes various times each week on Wandsworth Common and in North Kensington.  These are an ideal 

follow on from puppy class or 1:1 training and can improve your dog’s social skills, your handling skills and cover many sub-

jects including dog on dog interaction, problem solving, road walking and general life skills.  Spaces are limited to 4 dogs 

per class and must be booked in advance.  

 1:1 Sessions can be booked at times that suit you, no travelling involved as I come to you.  Can cover all aspects of 

training, behaviour problems, pre-puppy consults and puppy finding.   

Human & Canine Bowen Technique available  by appointment.  Canine Bowen Technique requires veterinary refer-

ral. 

If you have any questions on the services I offer or would like more information please don’t hesitate to contact me; 

www.winkiespiers.com, winkie@winkiespiers.com or tel: 020 7924 3744 / 0771 833 2914 

CHRISTMAS AND DOGS! 

 Do consider any dog care you may need and 
make arrangements in plenty of time. 

 Bear in mind that if you leave presents on the 
floor your dog may well investigate them so 
make it easy for them to understand what’s 
going on. 

 Ensure that your tree is dog friendly and 
don’t put chocolate on it - chocolate  can kill 
dogs! 

 Buy your dog suitable presents (Lorna’s Pet Care Ser-
vice!) and let them take part in the joy of Christ-
mas. 

 Be careful of changing their diet too much 
around Christmas as it may affect their digestion! 

 Christmas can be very hectic and busy - remem-
ber to give your dog time to rest peacefully 

 Enjoy Christmas together and happy New Year! 

 


